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Preparation Work
Create a collection of brand photos/graphics in
organized cloud-storage. 

Always keep your photos relevant to your brand
- if you’re building a personal brand, you are the
face of your brand, be sure a majority of them
are of you. 

Stock photos, selfies, DIY/brand
photographyCustom graphics (Canva,
wordswag, picmonkey etc.)
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Begin Planning

What is the frequency that you desire to
post for the month ahead? 

For example: 3x per week.



Determine the Sales

What will your promotions (free or paid call to
action) be for the month? 

TIP: If you’ve written a sales page, pull that
content and piece it into social media posts.
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Determine the Theme
What topic will you share on? Example: “Healthy
eating for the holidays.”

You want this topic to be relevant to your
promotional posts to help build your audience's
journey and provide opportunities to call them into
your offer.
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Create a List of Questions
Examples: 

Why should you care about what you eat during the
holidays? 

What are the benefits of healthy eating during the
holidays?

What foods should you avoid during the holidays?
What are some healthy food alternatives during the

holidays?
How can you set yourself up for successful healthy

eating during the holidays?
What do you do when someone offers you unhealthy

foods during the holidays?
What makes healthy eating so hard during the holidays?

What is the best way to curb holiday cravings? 

TIP: Ask your audience and do market research to
generate these topics.
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Optional - Record Videos

Use your written posts 
to create...

Think of this like Youtube.
Upload pre-recorded videos
less than 15 minutes long. 

IGTV

Get engagement in real time
and share short bullet points
from your post.

IG STORIES

Bring the highlights to a video
format and teach the content
in 15-30 seconds

REELS 
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Create Hashtags
Always use relevant hashtags on your posts!
It is good practice to have 3-4 sets of
hashtags relevant to your theme/topics.
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Pull It Together
Pair your photos/graphics with your post captions,
and hashtags. Recommendation: put these in a
Google Doc first so you can repurpose these in the
future. Store them in an organized & systematized
way.
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Schedule Content

Use your favorite scheduler to plan this
content based on your ratio. 

Example 
2:1 

value:promotion 
= 3 per week


